Towards enhancing spin states in doped arylamine compounds through extended planarity of the spin coupling moieties†
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Arylamine moieties oxidized to radical cations are promising spin bearers for organic high-spin compounds. However, successive oxidations of next-neighbour sites as well as the resulting ferromagnetic exchange interactions depend strongly on the charge and spin distributions over the molecule. We report here that the use of rigid segments composed of \textit{m}-phenylene spin couplers linked to arylamine spin bearers in a co-planar way facilitates successive oxidations, enhances spin exchange interactions and doubles the observed spin state (\(S = 2\)) in a polymer (PQA) when compared to the chemically equivalent (but locally free rotating) PA2 polymer (\(S = 1\)). Such a quintet spin state is observed for the first time for a linear polyarylamine with an \textit{m}-phenylene coupler. DFT calculations of the dimer QA reproduce the experimental \(J\) value and indicate that oxidation of these co-planar compounds leads indeed to well localized radical cations, a fact of crucial importance for the preparation of arylamine-type high-spin materials.

Introduction

Organic high-spin dimers, oligomers and polymers have been the object of intense research efforts for the last twenty years,\textsuperscript{1-5} with the aim of obtaining materials useful for spintronics,\textsuperscript{6} MRI contrast agents\textsuperscript{7} or purely organic magnetic materials.\textsuperscript{8} The most popular and versatile strategy to obtain high-spin organic materials is to connect \(\pi\)-conjugated free radicals acting as “spin bearers” via \(\pi\)-conjugated “spin couplers”, the most documented example of which is the \textit{m}-phenylene group.\textsuperscript{1,2} Such spin couplers mediate ferromagnetic spin coupling following the theory of alternant hydrocarbons.\textsuperscript{9} High-spin oligomers and polymers based on the \textit{m}-phenylene spin coupler and arylamine radical cation spin bearers have been therefore extensively studied, due to the high stability of these spin bearers (up to room temperature).\textsuperscript{10,11} However, the highest spin state obtained to date is \(S = 9/2\) for highly branched and poorly processable polymers.\textsuperscript{12}

For the best linear polymer\textsuperscript{13} the highest spin state was found to be \(S = 1\) with the exchange coupling constant, \(J/k_B = 18\) K (PA2, see Scheme 1).

An important factor that prevents the achievement of higher \(S\) and \(J\) values is that in most systems reported to date (like in D2 and PA2, Scheme 1 and ref. 13), the phenyl rings of the spin couplers and spin bearers are not coplanar and therefore do not behave strictly as alternant hydrocarbons. A solution to this problem would be to prevent the rotation of the spin bearers around the \(C_{\text{coupler}}^1-N_{\text{beamer}}\) bond (\textit{i.e. the C-N bonds in the \textit{meta} positions of the central \textit{m}-phenyl group in D2 or QA) by the insertion of an additional covalent link. Rajca and co-workers demonstrated the benefit of this last approach synthesizing fully rigid ladders of \textit{m}-aniline oligomers\textsuperscript{4,14} which were converted into neutral oligoaminyln radicals with high estimated \(J\) values and high spin up to \(S = 2\) in the tetramer.\textsuperscript{14}

Herein we report the synthesis and the characterization of partially rigid compounds QA and PQA, formally derived from the more “flexible” D2 and PA2 analogues (Scheme 1). This study aimed at examining the effect of such a local co-planarity between the spin coupler ring and the spin bearers on the redox properties, the maximum spin \(S\) observed and the exchange coupling constant. Notably, here are the main results: (i) the synthetic strategy of such semi-rigid compounds could be extended to the polymeric system like PQA, (ii) rather unexpectedly, the electrochemical properties of the semi-rigid QA and PQA compounds were more favourable than those of the flexible analogues, (iii) the magnetic properties of QA and PQA oxidized...
to radical cations (spin S value achieved, the magnetic exchange coupling constant for PQA) were significantly improved compared with those of D2 and PA2, demonstrating the interest of introducing local co-planarity.

Results and discussion

Synthetic strategy

The model compound QA and its polymeric analogue, PQA, were synthesized in similar ways. The synthetic routes incorporated palladium catalysed Buchwald–Hartwig aminations combined with Sonogashira coupling and several classical organic transformations. As presented in Scheme 1, the main structural unit unifying QA and PQA is the 5,7,12,14-tetrahydroquinolino[3,2-b]-acridine core, which provides the planarization of the molecule and increases its rigidity. The complete synthetic pathway can be divided into two parts: the synthesis of intermediate bromides 5a and 5b (Scheme 2) and their further transformation into the title QA and PQA (Scheme 3). Thus bromides 1 (for the synthesis see the ESI†) were coupled with 2,6-diaminotoluene (used to avoid the unwanted cyclization direction in the next step) in Buchwald–Hartwig amination, catalysed by Pd2(dba)3/P(t-Bu)3, which afforded the bromides 2 (Scheme 2). Then, both derivatives were subjected to cyclization, performed in a mixture of acetic acid and phosphoric acid. For the compound 3b however, two possible diastereomers were possible to form: one meso (12R,14S) and two enantiomers: (12S,14R) and (12R,14R). Without subsequent separation of the diastereomers, any further step became significantly difficult due to small differences in chemical shifts and therefore lack of reliable product identification. Diastereomers could be separated by chromatography and then used in pure isomeric form (the respective, superimposed 1H NMR spectra of diastereomers 3b). The derivatives 3 containing secondary amine sites were transformed into tertiary amines via Buchwald–Hartwig amination giving compounds 4a and 4b, which upon treatment with NBS afforded the bromides 5a and 5b. One of the diastereomers of 5b (the meso form) formed single crystals suitable for X-ray study. Based on the crystallographic data (Scheme S2) using the Pd(OAc)2/P(t-Bu)3 catalyst. The synthesis of PQA required the functionalization of 5a with amine 8, which upon reduction with ammonium formate resulted in the formation of amine 7. The polycondensation of dibromoderivative 5a with diamine 7 in the presence of Pd(OAc)2/P(t-Bu)3 yielded the polymer PQA. The polymer exhibited a weight-averaged molecular weight of 161 kDa and a number-averaged molecular weight of 497 kDa, $M_w/M_n = 3.08$. 

Scheme 1. The chemical structures of QA and PQA with a rigid coupler and their flexible analogues D2 and PA2.

Scheme 2. Synthesis of intermediate bromides. Conditions: (i) 5a 3% [Pd2(dba)3], P(t-Bu)3, t-BuONa, Ar, 110 °C, 5b 3% [Pd(OAc)2], P(t-Bu)3, t-BuONa, Ar, 120 °C; (ii) 85% H3PO4, MeCO2H, Ar, 100 °C; (iii) 1-(hexyloxy)-4-iodobenzene (7a) or 4-idoanisole (7b) 3–5% [Pd(OAc)2], P(t-Bu)3, t-BuONa, Ar, 110 °C; (iv) NBS, DMF, Ar, 0 °C.

Scheme S2. (a) R = Me, R’ = C6H13
(b) R = C6H11, R’ = Me.
Electrochemical studies

The electrochemical oxidation of the dimer QA and the polymer PQA were studied by cyclic voltammetry and differential pulse voltammetry and their voltammograms are compared with previously reported voltammograms for D2 and PA2 in Fig. 1 (for the results of chemical oxidation followed by UV-vis-NIR spectroscopy see the ESI, † Section VI).

The voltammogram of QA showed two reversible waves at $-0.125 \text{ V and } 0.26 \text{ V (vs. Fc/Fc')}$ independently of diastereoisomer forms (Fig. 1a). Both peaks were rather broad with $E_{\text{ox}} - E_{\text{red}} = 100 \text{ mV and } 120 \text{ mV}$, respectively, suggesting that multi-electron oxidation processes took place in both cases. The first peak can be related to the formation of one radical cation within each arylamine conjugated segment separated via the $m$-phenylene coupler. By contrast, the oxidation of D2 to one radical cation in each arylamine segment proceeded at higher potentials and in two steps ($0.09 \text{ V and } 0.005 \text{ V (vs. Fc/Fc')}$ separated by a $85 \text{ mV}$ shift. The second oxidation wave of QA can be attributed to the formation of a second radical cation within each conjugated segment.

Similar patterns were observed in the cyclic voltammogram of the polymer PQA, namely two broad reversible oxidation peaks were observed at $0.005 \text{ V and } 0.34 \text{ V (vs. Fc/Fc')}$, $E_{\text{ox}} - E_{\text{red}} = 140 \text{ mV and } 190 \text{ mV}$, respectively (Fig. 1b). Similar to the oxidation of QA these peaks correspond to the formation of one and then two radical cations per polymer unit. By contrast, the peaks corresponding to the first and the second one-electron oxidations in PA2 were observed with a shift of $140 \text{ mV}$ ($E = -0.065 \text{ and } 0.085 \text{ V}$) and correspond to the formation of radical cations in two adjacent mers (see ref. 13).

Normally, the redox potential increase can impede the creation of radical cations in adjacent units and this was identified as the main cause of unsuccessful attempts to obtain high-spin polyradical cations from oligo($m$-aniline) derivatives.¹⁵ Remarkably here, in terms of redox potentials, the use of the planar 5,7,12,14-tetrahydroquinolino[3,2-$b$]acridine core for both QA and PQA almost cancels the cost of oxidizing two arylamines connected by the $m$-phenylene spin coupler. This feature appears to be crucial for obtaining high-spin polymers with radical cation spin bearers.

This behaviour could be related to (i) the intrinsic favourable localization of the cationic charge after the first oxidation, and/or (ii) energetic compensation upon second oxidation (via local geometry constraint relaxation and/or rearrangement of the counter-ions and/or various interactions with the solvent, see ref. 16 for a review of such effects).

DFT calculations

As a preliminary way of exploring these possibilities, and for the sake of comparison, we first performed DFT calculations...
in vacuo on the mono-oxidized states of both D2 and a QA model (QA\textsubscript{D2}) derived from D2 only by adding two connecting CH2 groups (see Scheme 1 above; the same procedure was then applied to a more suitable QA model: see below). Within an isotropic environment (i.e. without a counter-anion), the unpaired electron is artificially fully delocalized by DFT in both D2 and QA\textsubscript{D2} models (Fig. S12, ESI†). However, when placing sideways a negative charge mimicking the counter-anion, the topological difference between D2 and QA\textsubscript{D2} is manifested (see Fig. 2 and the ESI,† Fig. S13 for details). In QA\textsubscript{D2}, the alternant (conjugated) hydrocarbon theory is enforced by local planarity of the coupler and adjacent bearers. This results in complete lateralization of the cationic hole on one side of the dimer. By contrast, placing the same negative charge sideways, lateralization is only partly realized in D2 because of non-planarity around the coupler leading to charge leakage between both sides (see Fig. 2 and Fig. S13, ESI†). The better localization of the charge in QA\textsubscript{D2} compared with D2 can explain, at least partially, the more favourable redox properties of QA reported above. To further validate these calculations, the meta-phenylene coupler in QA\textsubscript{D2} was changed into a para-phenylene coupler. Consistent with the alternant hydrocarbon theory, no localization of the charge was observed in spite of the introduction of the same lateral negative charge (Fig. S14, ESI†). Finally, the same procedure was applied to a quasi-QA dimer, with its OMe moieties and >CMe bridges (QA\textsubscript{CMe}), encompassing all the main features of QA. In the presence of the same lateral charge, its HOMO becomes strongly lateralized, as already observed in the case of QA\textsubscript{D2} (Fig. 2, bottom left). This is more remarkable as QA\textsubscript{CMe} (and therefore QA) is actually slightly bent: the relative angle defined by the planes of the central (coupler) phenyl ring and of the adjacent (bearer) phenyl ring is 15°; the intersection of these planes occurs precisely at the level of the >CMe bridges. Such a difference between ideal planarity (D2 and QA\textsubscript{D2}) and the actual dimer (QA\textsubscript{CMe}) has here negligible (as observed experimentally) consequences for the redox properties.

EPR nutation and SQUID magnetometry studies

The magnetic interaction between the created spins was studied with pulsed EPR nutation spectroscopy (Fig. 3 and the ESI,† Section VII) and SQUID magnetometry (Fig. 4, 5 and ESI,† Section VIII). When QA was chemically oxidized to one radical cation per arylamine unit (using tris(4-bromophenyl) amminium hexachloroantiminate, TBA, see ESI,† Section IV), the EPR nutation spectrum of the frozen solution exhibited a very dominant signal at the $S = 1$ nutation frequency with a very small residual signal at the $S = 1/2$ frequency (Fig. 3). The magnetization data obtained by SQUID magnetometry (at $T = 2$ K) for samples oxidized to the same level, but after removal of the solvent, can be very
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**Fig. 1** Differential pulse voltammograms of dimers QA and D2 (a) and of polymers PQA and PA2 (b) in CH\textsubscript{2}Cl\textsubscript{2} solution ($c = 1 \times 10^{-3}$ M) containing an electrolyte – 0.1 M Bu\textsubscript{4}NBF\textsubscript{4} (modulation time 50 ms, modulation amplitude 10 mV, step potential 5 mV).
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**Fig. 2** HOMOs for the mono-oxidized redox state of D2 (top left), QA\textsubscript{D2} (top right) and QA\textsubscript{CMe} (bottom left) in the presence of a lateral negative charge (see main text and the ESI† for details). Isodensity value: 0.01 a.u. Bottom right: Lateral view of QA\textsubscript{CMe} showing bending of the molecular structure around the central coupler.
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**Fig. 3** EPR nutation spectra of QA and PQA ($T = 10$ K) oxidized with 1 eq. per arylamine unit. The microwave power was set so $f(S = 1/2) = 7.7$ and 4.4 MHz for QA and PQA (respectively).
well fitted with the effective Brillouin function for $S = 1$ including mean-field correction ($\theta = -0.92 \text{ K}$) accounting for intermolecular antiferromagnetic interactions (the ESI,† Section VIII, Fig. S8). From this fit, it was also shown that 78% of QA dimers were in the triplet state expected for this oxidation stoichiometry. The product of magnetic susceptibility and temperature versus the temperature curve of the QA sample was dominated by intermolecular antiferromagnetic interaction (ESI,† Fig. S9), which impeded the measurement of the Van Vleck eqn (S3) and the magnetization eqn (S4), derived from the Heisenberg exchange Hamiltonian).

When PQA was oxidized chemically to one radical cation per mer, the EPR nutation spectrum of the frozen solution exhibited a dominant signal at a nutation frequency close to $2f'$ ($f'$ being the $S = 1/2$ nutation frequency). Moreover, a smaller but clear signal can be observed up to $\sqrt{6} f'$ (see Fig. 3). Such a spectrum is typical of $S = 2$ spin states (see the ESI† for details) and demonstrates that $S = 2$ states were dominant at this oxidation stoichiometry. This spin multiplicity was thus twice that detected for the equivalent but flexible polymer PA2. Lower and higher oxidation stoichiometries lead to lower $S$ values (see the ESI†). The magnetization measured as a function of magnetic field by SQUID magnetometry (at $T = 2 \text{ K}$) for PQA samples oxidized in the best stoichiometry was very well fitted with the effective Brillouin function for $S = 2$ including mean-field correction ($\theta = -0.85 \text{ K}$) which reflects interchain antiferromagnetic interactions (Fig. 5a). From this fit it appears that ca. 90% mers of the PQA polymer contribute to the $S = 2$ state observed both by SQUID and by pulsed EPR nutation experiments. The $\gamma T \propto T$ plot rises up for decreasing temperature from 275 to 6 K and then decreases for temperatures approaching 2 K (Fig. 5b). The experimental curve reveals ferromagnetic interactions between spins along the polymer chain and antiferromagnetic ones between chains, which dominate at low temperatures. It should be emphasized that the polymer chains cannot be so closely packed as in the case of QA molecules, due to different local conformations, thus the $\gamma T$ curve allows for the detection of the ferromagnetic interaction even for solid state samples. The experimental data were approximated using the numerical solution of the Hamiltonian (S5) (see the ESI† Section VIII) which leads to the exchange coupling constant $J/k_B = 50 \text{ K}$ (the four FM spin interaction quintet state) while the red line represents non-interacting spins described by the standard Brillouin function with $S = 1/2, \theta = 87.5 \text{ K}$. 

Fig. 4 (a) Magnetization of QA diluted in a polystyrene matrix ($0.58\%_{\text{mol}}$) versus magnetic field at $T = 2 \text{ K}$. (b) Product of magnetic susceptibility and temperature ($\chi T$) vs. temperature at $H = 5000 \text{ Oe}$ obtained for the QA sample diluted in a polystyrene matrix (see the ESI† Section VIII for expression used for the Van Vleck eqn (S3) and the magnetization eqn (S4), derived from the Heisenberg exchange Hamiltonian).

Fig. 5 (a) Magnetization of PQA vs. magnetic field (solid blue line – for $S = 2, x = 23.5\%, \theta = -0.85 \text{ K}$; dashed black line – for $S = 1/2, \theta = 0 \text{ K}$). (b) The product of magnetic susceptibility and temperature vs. temperature at $H = 0.5 \times 10^4 \text{ Oe}$ (red points) and at $10^4 \text{ Oe}$ (blue points) for PQA. The black line corresponds to the numerical calculations of the eqn (S5) for $x = 20\%, \theta = -1 \text{ K}, J/k_B = 50 \text{ K}$ (the four FM spin interaction quintet state) while the red line represents non-interacting spins described by the standard Brillouin function with $S = 1/2, \theta = 87.5 \text{ K}$. 
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adjacent mers of the polymer chain can be effectively coupled in a ferromagnetic fashion.

DFT calculations of exchange coupling constants

To compare the magnetic properties determined experimentally to those theoretically predicted by DFT, we considered the exchange coupling constant \( j/k_B \) for the various dimers (D2, QA, and QACMe) already introduced above (see Scheme 1 and Fig. 2). For QA, we obtained a \( j/k_B \) value of 116 K, about three times larger than 35 K (both measured and computed) for D2 (see Table 1). The incorporation of the methoxy OMe groups on the phenyl rings (compared to the simple QA model as well as the central (donor) methyl group to the m-phenylene spin coupler decreases however the value of \( j/k_B \) down to 42 K for QACMe, close to the experimental value (50 K), also determined experimentally for PQA. Though somewhat disappointing, this last value is still three times higher than that measured for the analogous D2 polymer (i.e., PA2): 18 K.\(^{13}\) At this stage, the main reason that can be invoked to explain the \( j/k_B \) values’ difference between QA and QACMe has to do with the fact that the former one is strictly planar whereas the latter one is slightly bent (cf. the discussion about the redox properties). Following these observations, a more detailed DFT study of both substituent electronic effects and structural features on the magnitude of \( J \) coupling constants is currently underway and will be the subject of a specific theoretical publication.

Finally, it should be now emphasized that the doping efficiencies of QA and PQA (ca. 80–85% and ca. 90%, respectively) were distinctly higher than those of D2 and PA2 (65% and 66%, respectively). The high doping efficiencies of rigid compounds can be related to the formation of localized radical cations as evidenced by electrochemical and DFT studies. As a result, it increases the radical cation concentration.

Both effects (doping and redox) are important to minimize the number of spin defects which have a negative impact on spin coupling, especially in polymer chains. However, the most important question for us was to know how the insertion of additional bonds (i.e. via bridges) to prevent the relative rotation between spin bearers and a spin coupler would affect the spin multiplicity of PQA compared with the very limited spin multiplicity (\( S = 1 \)) already reported for PA2. The EPR and magnetization studies showed that, for PQA, an almost pure quintet state (\( S = 2 \)) was obtained with high doping efficiency. The presence of rigid, co-planar segments (m-phenylene coupler linked to adjacent spin bearers) most probably increases the overall stiffness of the chain, thus resulting in extended coil conformations. As it turns out, the ferromagnetic spin interaction can now be spread along the polymer chain up to four neighbouring units, related to the fact that a twist of the geometry can now only take place at the central nitrogen atom of the spin bearers (a PQA mer possesses 2 – confined in the bearer – free bonds out of 6 bonds, whereas all 6 successive bonds are potentially free in a PA2 mer). This constitutes progress as, to date, the presence of quintet spin states in linear polyanilines was only detected for linear polymers with 3,4'-biphenyl couplers.\(^{17}\) Remarkably, the coupling of four spins in PQA involves 8 free bonds (two per mer), whereas the coupling of four spins in the linear polymers PB2 and PB3 (see the ESI,\(^{†}\) p. 53) with 3,4'-biphenyl couplers involves a very similar number of 9 free bonds (three per spin coupling unit). Similar trends were observed by Oka et al. for the polynitroxides 1, 2, and 3 (Scheme 4).\(^{19}\)

In the polynitroxide 1 each mer contains 4 bonds with free rotations around the nitroxide spin bearing unit, resulting in \( S = 1 \) spin state. In 3 one \( >\)CP2 bridge per mer is introduced and removes the free rotation of 2 bonds, yielding a \( S = 3/2 \) state. In the case of 1 and 3 polynitroxide, the increase of \( S \) (from 1 to 3/2) is probably less pronounced than that from PA2 to PQA (from 1 to 2), because only 2 bonds out of 4 are immobilized for the polynitroxide instead of 4 bonds out of 6 for PQA. Moreover in the case of PQA all bonds around the meta-phenyl spin coupling moiety are blocked, which is more efficient than blocking only the bonds around the spin bearing NO⁺ moiety in 3.

Experimental section

For any experimental details on the chemical sources, synthesis, pulsed EPR and SQUID measurements as well as DFT calculations see the ESI.\(^{†}\)

Conclusions

In summary, we demonstrated the efficient synthesis of the model compound (dimer) QA and of the polymer PQA with...
semi co-planar structures. The first two successive oxidations were observed without significant increase of the redox potential, which is crucial for obtaining high-spin arylamine materials and this can be rationalized by the formation of well localized radical cations. Though the presence of a co-planar structure around the spin couplers potentially leads to a significant increase of the ferromagnetic exchange coupling constant \( J_{22} \) versus \( Q_{22} \) (Table 1), the slightly bent structure of \( QA \) (and, accordingly, of \( PQA \)) as well as the presence of the pending donor groups to stabilize the molecules upon oxidation, resulted in a relatively “small” magnitude of \( J_{22} \). Still, this enabled an increase of the spin multiplicity in polymeric compounds: a quintet spin state \( S = 2 \) was observed for the first time in the linear polymer \( PQA \) with an \( m \)-phenylene coupler. Moreover, the exchange coupling constant determined for \( PQA \) (~50 K) from magnetization measurements still showed a significant increase of the \( J_{22} \) value (ca. three times) in comparison to that estimated for the flexible analogue, \( PA2 \) (18 K).
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